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The horizon problem 
In an early, relativistic epoch of expansion the size of the region, which 
could have been smoothed out in a causal process is not larger than the 
photon free path:

which is less than a ~ million l.y. at recombination. CMB observations 
show that the last scattering sphere was homogeneous with the accuracy of 
1:10000 despite the fact that its size

 

was much larger than the causally connected region.

This is   THE HORIZON PROBLEM  



The horizon problem 

The diagram uses comoving spatial coordinates and the conformal time ( eta ).
A observes similarity of regions close to B and C , which cannot be understood since the 
past cones of B and C have no common points. (Continuation to t  < 0 makes no sense!) 

(1991) ARA&A, 29, 325



The flatness problem 
Friedman equation and few definitions

give a formula for a dimensionless density in an earlier epoch: 

Since at early relativistic epoch H(t)/H_0~(1+z)^2, the density parameter must be =1 
with enormous accuracy to give today’s density of the order of critical density. 



The flatness problem 

If the density at the beginning were defined with a tiny error, we 
would live today in a practically EMPTY Universe or its evolution 
would end long ago in a collapse leading to a final SINGULARITY 



Problem of the structure

If astronomical objects formed in a causal process, their evolution could 
have started when the necessary material was accumulated in a causally 
connected region. For instance a galaxy mass becomes less than the  mass 
under the horizon which happens at z ~ 10^6. Since then the perturbation 
could have grown ~10^6 times so at the beginning of causality they must 
have been large ~0.000 001. But the density (particle number) fluctuation 
this size cannot be a statistical fluctuation, which would be of the order of 
1/sqrt(N), where N – a number of  atoms in a galaxy: 

N ~ 10^12 * 2x10^30 * 6x10^26 ~ 10^69.



Inflation: a scenario











Back-engineering: what parameters meet expansion factor requirements for a 
given time of the beginning of inflation (t_i)













 z is a function of a  and its derivatives





Guth (~1980): idea

●Experimental data (today  E<10 TeV=10^4 GeV) electro-weak and 
strong interactions 
●Extrapolation (behavior of the coupling constants which seem to 
approach a common value at ~ 10^15 GeV, far beyond measurements) → 
unification, single electro-weak-strong interaction? Hadrons and leptons 
not fundamentally different? A symmetric state of matter?
● And a I order phase transition when E ~ 10^15 GeV? (Going from a 
symmetric to unsymmetric state of matter, “spontaneous symmetry 
breaking”) 
● Heat of this transition powering inflation?
● Analogy: ferromagnet above/below (Pierre) Curie temperature? 
(cooling, spontaneous magnetization spin alignment in zones,  little 
transition heat



Guth (~1980): idea

●Above kT=10^15 GeV single minimum V at 
phi=0. All directions in phi space “equivalent” 
←→ all fermions “equal” (leptons and hadrons)
● At kT<3x10^14 GeV: a new minimum of V, 
arises but located beyond a barrier.  The system 
remains in a state of false vacuum (phi =0); 
potential energy becomes dominating. These are 
the conditions for inflation.
●The temperature decreases further, the potential 
barrier lowers, phi  moves to the true potential 
minimum V 
●  The potential energy of the inflaton field 
changes into its kinetic energy, inflation ends. 
Energy of phi  oscillations is converted into 
particle production. (They have been diluted 
exp(3N) times during the inflation)



Guth (old inflation): problems

●The tunnel effect produces separate “bubbles” of new phase   
●False vacuum around bubbles expands as during inflation causing 
the increase of their distances
●Beginning of a multi-verse?
●Another problem: this GUT hypothesis implies a finite proton 
lifetime (~10^33 s), which has been disproved by KAMIOKANDE



Inflation: another version

● This potential form (proposed in other context by Coleman and 
Weinberg) has a lower barrier and is very flat near the state of false 
vacuum. It allows for the slow evolution of the inflaton field.             
● Steep walls of the potential well around the global minimum lead to 
violent oscillations and particle creation at the end of inflation



Inflation: still another...

●  Hybrid model: inflaton potential + some other field
●  Example: interaction with GUT fields
●  (Infinite number of possibilities ...)



The structure formation

Perturbation sizes remain proportional to the scale factor a(t) . The Hubble radius is 
c/H(t) ~ ct before and after the inflation and is constant during the inflation [ a (t) ~ exp(Ht) ]
We are interested in perturbations on th scales <c/H_0 – we are not able to observe larger ones. 
Now they are smaller than the Hubble radius, but they were larger in the past. During the 
inflation (and a “bit” earlier) there was a first period, when the interesting scales could be fitted 
under the Hubble radius and could be formed in a causal way.













Planck XXII: Inflation

Power spectra of the scalar (curvature) and tensor (gravitational 
waves) in Planck convention



Planck XXII: Inflation

The values of parameters defining the spectrum are directly related to 
the inflaton potential parameters introduced earlier. (The subscript 
“V” makes no difference, they are the same) . Every nontrivial 
inflaton potential  implies the slope of the spectrum in disagreement 
with Harrison – Zeldovich postulate. The spectrum is not exactly 
power-law since its slope changes.
The tensor perturbation spectrum is close to but different from flat 
(n_t =0) and its slope also changes.



Perturbation spectrum

● During the inflation the potential at the “position of inflaton” 
decreases → smaller scales, which leave the horizon later 
correspond to lower values of V_* 
● If the shape of the potential resembles the plot above, the slope 
of the potential increases with time → epsilon_*  becomes larger
● It means that the RHS of equation decreases with k 
● → n < 1



Inflation, spectrum, phenomenology

 CMB observations in principle can limit 
the possible inflation scenarios.  When 
the primary (not lensing induced, nor 
due to dust) B-mode polarization is 
measured the ratio of tensor and scalar 
power spectra ( r ) can be defined



Planck XXII: Inflation 

 
The slope of the primary spectrum in disagreement wit H-Z:  n_s=0.96 
(WMAP,  Planck, different data CMB+extras  included)
GW are not “visible”, r =0 possible, but r > 0 impossible to exclude.  Planck: 
r<0.12 (95%). It corresponds to V*<(1.94*10^{16}GeV)^4

                              [Ade et al. 2013, arXiv:1303.5082]

(2020: the limits are tighter, r < 0.06 or so)



Planck 2015: Inflation 

 Limits 2015: similar 

                          [Ade et al. 2015, arXiv:1502.02114]



2015 (red)
2018 (black)





Planck XXII: Inflation 

 
Small inflaton potential parameters. Taylor expansions of the  N= 2nd , 3rd , 
and 4th order are compared. The evolution is calculated numerically. (The 
visible influence of the 4th order term on the values of 1 -3 order parameters 
may suggest that the approach is not selfconsistent).

                              [Ade et al. 2013, arXiv:1303.5082]



Planck 2015: Inflation 

 

Limits (2015) on the small parameters of inflaton potential.

                          [Ade et al. 2015, arXiv:1502.02114]

                              [Ade et al. 2013, 
arXiv:1303.5082]



 

← best !

                     [Martin et al (2013) arXiv:1312.3529]



 

                     [Martin et al (2013) arXiv:1312.3529]



Phenomenology: after the inflation

 
●After the inflation when the inflaton field smoothly approaches the global minimum of V, 
the phase of its oscillations takes place 
● All the particles existing before the inflation have been diluted exp(3*69)  [ (10^30)^3 ] 
times
● Inflaton field energy is transformed into new particles filling the Universe anew



Phenomenology: baryogenesis?

 

●  Sacharow conditions (1967):
●

●

●

●

●

● Condition 2 is experimentally confirmed
● Condition 1 does not contradict the standard model. (BUT: it is not implied 
by the standard model)
● Condition 3 might have been fulfilled after the inflation, when particles 
were created
●

●

●

● How to verify possible scenarios? No idea 
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